


PRESS RELEASE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact: Robin Nyström 
Phone: (814) 321-3212 
Email: tracybuckleswebseries@gmail.com 

TRACY BUCKLES premieres on Vimeo — a fantasy comedy  
with an R-rated kick 

LOS ANGELES, CA (March 4, 2019) - TRACY BUCKLES is an award-winning fantasy web series 
that has been described as a mash-up between Harry Potter and a Judd Apatow comedy.  

It is scheduled for worldwide release on Vimeo on March 4, 2019. 

Watch the episodes on Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/album/5807934 
or on the official Tracy Buckles website: https://www.tracybuckles.com 

In a world where spells and potions are commonplace, a young woman named Tracy Buckles 
is struck by a despicable curse that prevents other people from hearing her voice. She joins 
forces with a nameless drifter and a bumbling wizard in order to break free from the evil 
sorcery. With a dynamic female lead, plenty of irreverent humor and a sprinkle of magic, 
TRACY BUCKLES tells an epic story across six fast-paced episodes.  

The web series stars newcomers Ana Lake, Macie Wilson and Sergio Gavidia. It was written 
and directed by Swedish-born filmmaker Robin Nyström.  

For additional information, please contact Robin Nyström at (814) 321-3212.
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SYNOPSIS

Short (36 words) 

Tracy Buckles is struck by a despicable curse that prevents other people from 
hearing her voice. She joins forces with a nameless drifter and a bumbling wizard 
in order to break free from the evil sorcery. 

Long (90 words) 

In a world where spells and potions are commonplace, a young woman named 
Tracy Buckles is struck by a despicable curse that prevents other people from 
hearing her voice. She joins forces with a nameless drifter who suffers from an 
unfortunate case of invisibility, and a bumbling wannabe wizard of questionable 
talent. Together, they must stand up to a powerful witch who doles out demonic 
curses and blunt insults in equal measures. The fantasy comedy series TRACY 
BUCKLES tells a story of magical misadventures across 6 fast-paced episodes.



FILMMAKER’S 
STATEMENT

May 29, 2018 

I was seven years old when I first discovered a paperback copy of J.R.R. Tolkien’s The 
Fellowship of the Ring in my elementary school library. Ever since then, I have loved 
the fantasy genre. Twenty-some years later, I seized the opportunity to create a world 
where spells, potions and curses are as commonplace as toasters and televisions in 
our own reality. TRACY BUCKLES is a love letter to fantastical storytelling and the kind 
of irreverent humor found in Douglas Adams’ The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy 
and Terry Pratchett’s Discworld novels. 

Beyond the magic and the absurdist comedy, I also wanted to ground the story with 
thematic resonance and relatable characters. Our web series portrays a young 
woman by the name of Tracy who falls victim to a despicable curse that prevents 
other people from hearing her voice. It was important for me to craft a protagonist 
that was heroic and headstrong and impulsive and courageous — qualities that you 
find in Tracy and that I’ve often found in the women I look up to in my life. Later on, 
she meets a nameless drifter called No One who is plagued by a curse of invisibility. 
Tracy and No One form an immediate friendship, because they both understand the 
pain of not being seen or heard. I think we’ve all felt that struggle in one way or 
another — the pain of not being listened to or of being misunderstood. I know I have. 
It was a theme that I considered strong enough to carry a web series. 

I’m deeply grateful to the cast and crew of TRACY BUCKLES. I’m proud that we came 
together and planted a seed of magic into this world. I hope there are viewers out 
there who discover that seed and are enchanted by it. 
 
Robin Nyström 
Writer/Director of Tracy Buckles



AWARDS

TRACY BUCKLES has won three festival awards:  

Best Produced Series,  
Best Young Adult Series, and  
Best Actress in a Web Series. 

The show was nominated for ten awards, including: 

Best Series Director, 
Best Sci-Fi Fantasy, 

Best Representation of Women, 
Best Comedic Performance, and 

Best Overall Web Series.



PRESS
“Writer/Director Robin Nyström finds that balance 
between bawdy comedy and grounded mystical 
elements that recalls the best of Charmed but with an 
added R-Rated kick.”  
— A.W. Kautzer from The Movie Isle

“Lots of swift one-liners, quick-witted editing and 
snappy visual jokes keep this slightly unhinged series 
zooming along. Can’t wait to see what happens next.” 

— Paul Parcellin from Film Threat

“TRACY BUCKLES is every bit as funny and authentic 
as something about magic should be when turned 
into a comedy. ”  
— Alakananda Bandyopadhyay from Meaww

“Plenty of laughs, some pretty kick-ass spells, and a 
cast that will surely entertain you… Robin Nyström has 
created a small masterpiece you’re destined to enjoy.” 

— Jay McClenahan from So Many Shows
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CAST
Ana Lake 

Tracy Buckles 
A Los Angeles-based actress originally from the Central Coast, Ana has 
been immersed in a love of film since childhood. She made her public 
debut in the short film Finding Home, For Now that she wrote and 
starred in. The film had its world premiere at the San Luis Obispo 
International Film Festival in 2017.

Macie Wilson

Janie Cunningham 
Raised in the Central Valley of California, Macie started performing for 
local theaters at age seven. She attended Fresno State University and 
studied journalism. She now resides in San Luis Obispo where she 
works for a large technology company while still cherishing her love of 
the arts.

Sergio Gavidia 

No One 
A graduate of Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, Sergio has been doing theatre 
and film on the California Central Coast since 2011. He has acted for Cal 
Poly, SLO Rep, Cambria Center for the Arts, Central Coast Shakespeare 
Festival, and SLO Film Festival. He currently is a second year acting 
student at Pacific Conservatory Theatre.

Gale McNeeley 
Waxel the Wizard 
A graduate of the Neighborhood Playhouse, Dell’Arte International and 
Scuola Internazionale Dell’Attore Comico, Gale tours America with his 
one-man show, Archy and Mehitabel. He has also appeared on 
Broadway in Two Gentlemen of Verona with Raul Julia, in Cyrano with 
Christopher Plummer, and in circus, street theatre and cabaret.

Rosh Wright 
Lucinda 
A theatre and on-camera actor for more decades than she cares to 
admit. From such classics as The Crucible to improv comedy and 
commercials, Rosh has a broad background and has worked with many 
accomplished directors. See her next in the upcoming feature film 
Destination Wedding starring Keanu Reeves and Winona Ryder.



CREW
Robin Nyström 
Writer/Director 
A Swedish-born writer and director, Robin graduated from the 
Stockholm Film School in 2009. He is the host of The Web Series 
Podcast that features interviews with the best web series filmmakers on 
the planet. He has produced two web series: Nicolife (available on 
YouTube) and Tracy Buckles (coming late 2018).

Jennie Nyström 
Producer 
A graduate student of Clinical Psychology at Antioch University, Jennie 
is an accomplished producer who enjoys collaborating with her husband 
on all aspects of film production. Her artistic capabilities are eclectic, 
and she has a deep passion for story supervision, set design, hair, 
make-up and costume.

Jason Kaiser 
Director of Photography 
Jason got his start editing skateboard and music videos. His passion for 
filmmaking led him to be the Director of Photography for the web series 
Nicolife and Tracy Buckles. He is the producer and co-creator of The 
Web Series Podcast that features interviews with filmmakers from 
around the world.

Hartley Comfort 
Special Effects Supervisor 
Hartley has dozens of years of experience with film and video. He is an 
inventor and an innovator, a true jack of all trades. His skills were put to 
good use in Tracy Buckles where he had to create many practical special 
effects, including a vibrating table, a rotating camera housing, a vomit 
projectile device and much more.

Micke Bäck 
Composer 
A productive musician and songwriter, Micke grew up in Stockholm, 
Sweden. He is a member of the Swedish progg band Hängslena Brinner. 
As a film composer, Micke has written original music for the web series 
Nicolife and Tracy Buckles.



END CREDITS

Tracy Buckles Ana Lake

No One Sergio Gavidia

Janie Cunningham Macie Wilson

Waxel the Wizard Gale McNeeley

Lucinda Rosh Wright

Tracy’s Mom Valerie Pallai

Sheamus Halifax III Redzuan Abdul Rahim

Narrator Wanda Bailey Abrams

Mrs. Zimmerman Pamela Banks

Extras Lena Eagon 
Aiden Eagon 
Brendan Eagon 
Cheri L Arenas 
Tristan Burke 
Svitlana Long 
Joe Long 
Sam Tenreiro Theis 
Evan Ricaurté 
Loyd Lamarr 
Susan Lamont 
Edi Espinoza 
Adam Bravo 
Jennie Nyström 
Hartley Comfort 
Kari Abiecunas 
Cash Abiecunas 
Braidon Abiecunas 
Joe Abiecunas 
Brock Morrison

CAST



Writer/Director Robin Nyström

Producer Robin Nyström 
Jennie Nyström 
Jason Kaiser 
Hartley Comfort

Director of Photography Jason Kaiser

Hair, Make-Up, Costume Designer Jennie Nyström

Set Design Jennie Nyström 
Tricia Dooly

Sound Recordist Sam Doty

Music Micke Bäck

Graphic Design Liza Peterzon 
Jason Kaiser

Gaffer Caleb Contente 
Edi Espinoza 
Adam Bravo

Grip Hartley Comfort 
Steve Conroy

Special Effects Supervisor Hartley Comfort

Visual Effects Artist Kelsa Hutomo

Prop Designer Neal Breton 
Audrey Surprenant 
Erin Herndon

Translator Amir Burstein

Production Coordinator Steven Peinado

Editor Robin Nyström

Special Thanks Achievement House 
Andy & Ann Brennan 
Mia Burridge 
Steve Conroy 
Tricia Dooly 
Easy CG Channel™ 
Landon Gerrits 
Ashleigh Vereen 
Jim & Kathy Weiss

END CREDITS
CREW



CONTACT 
INFORMATION

FOR PRESS INQUIRIES: 

Robin Nyström 
Writer/Director/Producer 

email:  tracybuckleswebseries@gmail.com 
phone:  (814) 321-3212 
web:  www.tracybuckles.com
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